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Abstract 
 
 A new class of functions namely, second order F-pseudolinear functions 
which is weaker than second order  F-convex functions, is introduced.  
Sufficient optimality conditions for  properly efficiency  and   mixed type 
duality theorems for  multiobjective nonlinear programming problems are 
established under the assumptions of  second order F-pseudolinearity and  
second order F-quasiconvexity. 
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1 Introduction 
               A second order dual for a non linear programming problem was introduced by 
Mangasarian [8] and established duality results for nonlinear programming 
problems. Mond [9] proved duality theorems under the assumption of second order 
convexity. The study of the second duality is significant due to the computational 
advantage over first order duality as it provides tighter bounds for the value of the 
objective functions when approximations are used. Under various generalized  
convexity conditions, many researchers [1,9,10,11,14,16,17] have obtained second 
order optimality conditions and duality theorems for nonlinear programming 
problems. Zhang and Mond [17]  obtained  various duality results under the 
assumption of  second order (F, ρ )-convexity  as  an extension of (F, ρ )-convexity. 
Aghezzaf [1]  introduced a second order mixed type duality for vector programming 
problems and established various duality results under the assumptions of second 
order (F, ρ )-convex   and its related functions. 
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        Chew and Choo [4] introduced pseudolinear functions and obtained optimality 
conditions for a feasible point to be an efficient solution for multiobjective 
programming problems involving pseudolinear functions. Suneja and Shila Devi 
Gupta [13] introduced η -pseudolinear functions which is the generalization of 
pseudolinear functions and obtained optimality conditions and duality results for 
multiobjective programming problems.  Pandian [12] introduced F-pseudolinear 
functions, as a generalization of pseudolinear functions and η -pseudolinear 
functions and obtained optimality conditions and various duality results for 
multiobjective programming problems. 

 
           In this paper, we introduce a new class of functions  namely, second order F-
pseudolinear functions which is  weaker then second order F-convex functions and 
prove some of  its properties. Further, we obtain  second order sufficient optimality 
conditions for a feasible point to be a properly efficient solution of a multiobjective 
programming problem and second order mixed type duality results for 
multiobjective programming problems under the assumptions of second order F-
pseudolinearity  and second order F-quasiconvexity. 

 
 

2  Preliminaries 
          Throughout this paper,  the conventions  for vectors in nR  will be followed 
the notation of  Mangasarian [7].  Let  X  be an open convex subset of  nR  and  +R  
denote the set of all positive  real numbers  and kR)(1,1,...,1e ∈= . Let F  be a 
sublinear function defined by  F nn RXxXxR: →  and u)(x,p , ),( uxψ , 

 u)(x,q , u)(x, r , u)(x, and   u)(x, βα  be  vector valued functions defined from 
nR      toXxX .  Let us assume that RX: →h , kX: Rf →  and mn: RRg →   

where  ),...,( 1 kfff =   and  ),...,( 1 mggg =  are twice differentiable function on X , 
k

k21 ),...,,( R∈= λλλλ  and m
m21 ),...,,( R∈= μμμμ . 

 
          We need the following definitions  which can be found in [2,6,10,11]. 
 
Definition 1:  A  function RRXXF →nxx:   is  said to be sublinear on nR  if for 
each  x, u ∈X, 

(i)    and , allfor  ),;,();,();,( nRbabuxFauxFbauxF ∈+≤+  
(ii)     n and in  0 allfor  ),;,();,( RaRauxFauxF ∈≥= ααα   
                  

Note 1: From (ii), it follows that  F(x,u;0) = 0. 
 
Definition  2:   The function h  is said to be 

(i) second order F-convex  with respect to vector functions ),( uxp , ),( uxq   and  
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         ),( uxr   at X∈u  if  for all X∈x , 

),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇+−  ≥   )),()()(;,( 2 uxpuhuhuxF ∇+∇ . 

      (ii) second order F-pseudoconvex  with respect to vector functions ),( uxp ,  
            ),( uxq   and ),( uxr  at  X∈u  if  for all X∈x , 

         0  )),()()(;,( 2 ≥∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF  ⇒ 0  ),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 ≥∇+− uxruhuxquhxh    

   and  
    (iii)  second order F-quasiconvex  with respect to vector functions ),( uxp , ),( uxq    
            and ),( uxr   at  X∈u  if  for all X∈x , 

),()(),(
2
1)(   )( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇−≤ ⇒ 0.  )),()()(;,( 2 ≤∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF                                  

 
          Consider the following multiobjective   nonlinear programming problem 
 
(VP)  Minimize ))(,),(),(()( 21 xf...xfxfxf k=  
         subject to 0  )( ≤xg  ,  x∈ X . 

 
          We need the following definitions and the results which can be found in 
[5,12].  
Definition 3:  A  feasible point X∈ox  is said to be  
   (i)  an efficient  solution for (VP) if there exist no other point P∈x  such that  
       ).( )( oxfxf ≤  
  (ii) a properly efficient solution for (VP) if it is an efficient and if there exists  
        a scalar 0>M   such that, for each i, for each feasible point  x  for which  
       )()( rr

oxfxf < , we have 
))()(( )()( rrii
oo xfxfMxfxf −≤−  

       for some r such that )()( rr
oxfxf > . 

 
Lemma  1:   Let oλ > 0 in kR  be fixed with 1 e =toλ . If ox  is an optimal solution of  

)( oλ
VP  where   )( oλ

VP    Minimize )(xftoλ  

                           subject to 0  )( ≤xg  ,  x∈ X , 
then ox  is a properly efficient solution for (VP). 
 
           We need the following  necessary optimality conditions  for proving  strong 
duality theorem which can be found in Chankong and  Haimes [3] and Pandian [12]. 
Theorem 1: (Necessary optimality conditions). Assume that ox  is an efficient 
solution for (VP) and a constraint qualification is satisfied  at  ox   for each 

k,....,2,1r)),(( =oxVPr  where  
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       ))(( oxVPr    Minimize )(r xf  
                            subject  to   ),( )( ii

oxfxf ≤ for all ri ≠  
                                              0  )( ≤xg  ,  x∈ X . 

Then, there exist scalars oλ  > 0 in kR  with 1=etoλ  and oμ ≥ 0 in mR such that 
),,( ooo μλx   satisfies  

                                    0))()(( tt =+∇ oooo xgxf μλ                                                    (1) 
                                                  j,0)(jj =oo xgμ =1,2,…,m.                                        (2) 
 
 
3  Second order F-pseudolinear functions 
 
           We, now define a new class of functions namely,  second order F-
pseudolinear functions which is weaker than second order F-convex  functions  as 
follows. 
 
           Let us assume that q(x,u) and r(x,u)  be  vector valued functions defined 
from nR      toXxX  and  be partially  continuous at ux =  with 0≠q(u,u)  
and .0≠ r(u,u)  
 
Definition 4:. The function h   is said  to be  second order F-pseudolinear at Xu∈  
with respect  to  vector  functions ),( uxp , ),( uxq   and  ),( uxr   if   both  h   and - h  
are   second order F-pseudoconvex  with respect to  the same vector functions 

),( uxp , ),( uxq   and ),( uxr  at  Xu∈ . 
 
          The function h  is said to be  second order F-pseudolinear on X  with respect 
to vector functions ),( uxp , ),( uxq   and ),( uxr  if h  is second order F-pseudolinear 
at each point Xu∈  with respect to the vector functions ),( uxp , ),( uxq   and 

),( uxr . 
 
Remark 1: Every second order F-convex function with respect to 

),(),(),,( uxr   and  uxq uxp  is second order F-pseudolinear with respect to the same 
),(),(),,( uxr   and  uxq uxp ,  but the converse is not true. This is demonstrated by 

the following example 
. 
Example 1:  Let ).,0( ∞=X  Define the functions RXh →: ,  RXxXxRF →:  and 

RXxXuxruxquxp →:),( and ),(),,(   as follows: 

            
3

3)( x
x

xh −= ,   a
u

uhxhauxF  3)()();,( 3 ⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+−= ,    ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−= 2

3 3
3
1

6
),(

x
uuxp ,                            
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           )1)((2),( 2 ++= uxuxq   and   
)1)((3

),( 2

2

++
=

ux
uuxr     

where .  and Rux ∈   
 
           The function h  is second order F-pseudolinear  with respect to ),( uxp , 

),( uxq  and ),( uxr  at each . Xu∈   But  the function h  is not second order F-
convex  with respect to ),( uxp , ),( uxq and ),( uxr  at 1 =u   because  for 2 =x  
and 1 =u , 

),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇+−  <  )),()()(;,( 2 uxpuhuhuxF ∇+∇ . 

 
           We  need  the following  proposition  which  can  be used  in the propositions  
of  second  order F-pseudolinear functions. 
 
Proposition 1 :  Every second order pseudo F-convex with respect to ),( uxp , 

),( uxq and ),( uxr   is  a second order F-quasiconvex function with respect to the 
same ),( uxp , ),( uxq  and ),( uxr . . 
Proof:  Suppose that h  is second order F-pseudoconvex  with respect to ),( uxp , 

),( uxq and ),( uxr  at u  and  ),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇−≤ , for all Xx∈ . 

      Assume that 0)),()()(;,( 2 >∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF  for some Xx∈  . 
By second order F-pseudoconvexity of h  , we have  

                             ).,()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇−≥  

Thus, ).,()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇−=  

Since  h   is continuous at u  and  ),( uxq  and ),( uxr   are continuous at u  and  

strictly positive, we  have  0)(2 =∇ uh  and 0)( =∇ uh . 

By sublinearity of  F,  we  can conclude that 0)),()()(;,( 2 =∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF  
which contradicts  the assumptions. 
Therefore, 0)),()()(;,( 2 ≤∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF , for all x. 
Thus,  h  is second order F-quasiconvex  with respect to ),( uxp , ),( uxq and ),( uxr .   
Hence the result. 
 
           We,  now derive some properties of  second order F-pseudolinear functions. 
 
Proposition 2 :   Let h  be second order F-pseudolinear with respect to ),( uxp , 

),( uxq   and ),( uxr . Then, for all X∈x,u , 
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0  )()()(
2
1)()( 2 =∇+− x,uruhx,uquhxh  ⇔ 0  ))()()(;,F( 2 =∇+∇ x,upuhuhux . 

Proof:  Suppose that ),()(2),(
2
1)()( uxruhuxquhxh ∇−= . 

By the second order F-pseudolinearity of h   and the Proposition 1., we can conclude 

that 0 uxpuhuhuxF =∇+∇ )),()(2)(;,( . 
      Suppose that 0  )),()()(;,( 2 =∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF . 
By the sublinearity of  F  and  the second order F-pseudolinearity of h , we can 
conclude that  

),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇−= . 

Hence the  proposition. 
 
Proposition 3:  Let h  be a twice differentiable function on X. The following 
statements are all equivalent to one another. 
(I)  h  is second order F-pseudolinear on X  with respect to )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and 

)x,u(r .  

(II)  There exist  functions  { }0: +→ RXxXφ   and  nRXxXr  and  qp →:,  such    
       that for all X  ∈ux, , 

)()()(
2
1)()( 2 x,uruhx,uquhxh ∇+−  = )x,u(φ ))()()(;,( 2 x,upuhuhuxF ∇+∇ . 

Proof:  To prove (I)⇒ (II) 
Case (i): Suppose that 0  )),()()(;,( 2 =∇+∇ uxpuhuhuxF . 
We define 1  ),( =uxφ , for all X  ∈ux, .  
From  the hypothesis (I) and by  the Proposition 2.,   the hypothesis (II)  follows. 
Case (ii): Suppose that )),()()(;,( 2 uxpuhuhuxF ∇+∇ ≠ 0.   
We define 

                   
)),()()(;,(

),()(),(
2
1)()(

),( 2

2

uxpuhuhuxF

uxruhuxquhxh
ux

∇+∇

∇+−
=φ                                              

From  the hypothesis (I) and by  the Proposition 2.,  we have  0,)x,u( >φ  for  all  x  
and  u. 
Thus,  there exist a function { }0: +→ RXxXφ  such that  

),()(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxruhuxquhxh ∇+−  = ),( uxφ )),()()(;,( 2 uxpuhuhuxF ∇+∇  

To prove (II)⇒ (I) 
          Since 0  ux >),(φ  and  by the hypothesis  (II) and the  sublinearity of  F ,  we 
can easily show that h  is second order F-pseudolinear on X  with respect to )x,u(p , 

)x,u(q  and )x,u(r  on X . 
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Hence the proposition. 
 
Note 2:  From the Proposition 3.,  we can say that  h  is second order F-pseudolinear 
on X  with respect to )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r  if there exists a function  

{ }0: +→ RXxXφ   such that  

      )()()(
2
1)()( 2 x,uruhx,uquhxh ∇+−  = )x,u(φ ))()()(;,( 2 x,upuhuhuxF ∇+∇  

In otherwords, we say that  h  is second order F-pseudolinear on X  with respect to 
)x,u(φ , )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r . 

 
Remark 2:   From the definition we can conclude that every  second order F-
pseudolinear  function  with respect to )x,u(φ , )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r  is  not 
second order F-convex  function with respect to )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r , but  is  
second order F -convex  function with respect to )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r  
where );,(),();,( zuxFuxzuxF φ= .  
 
Remark 3:   From the definition we can conclude that  if the function h  is  F-
pseudolinear   function [12] at  Xu∈  with respect to )x,u(φ   with 0)(2 =∇ uh  , is  
second order F-pseudolinear  function  with respect to the same )x,u(φ   any 
functions )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r  .  
 
           Now, we prove the sum of the non-negative scalar multiplication of second 
order F-pseudolinear functions  is  also second order F-pseudolinear function. 

Theorem 2: Let f  be a function from nRX →  and σ  be a non-negative vector in 
nR . If each component of f , if , i =1,2,…,k  is  second order F-pseudolinear on 

X  with respect to ),( uxφ , )x,u(p , )x,u(q   and )x,u(r  on X ,  then ftσ  is second 
order  F-pseudolinear on X with respect to the same ),( uxφ , )x,u(p , )x,u(q  and 

)x,u(r . 
 
Proof:   Since each if  , i = 1,2,…, k  is second order F-pseudolinear  with respect to 

),( uxφ , )x,u(p , )x,u(q  and )x,u(r  and  0≥iσ , for all i, i =1,2,…,k   and by the 
sublinearity of F,  it follows that                                                                                                      

),())(),(
2
1)()( 2 uxru(f uxquf  xf ttt σσσ ∇+− =   

                                                            )ux,(φ )),())(())((;,( 2 uxpuf uf uxF tt σσ ∇+∇  

Thus, ft σ  is second order F-pseudolinear with respect to  the same ),( uxφ , 
)x,u(p ,  )x,u(q   and )x,u(r . 

Hence the theorem. 
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4  Sufficient optimality conditions 
  
           We, now prove the sufficient optimality conditions for a  feasible solution of 
(VP) to be a properly efficient solution of (VP) under  second order F-
pseudolinearity and second order F-quasiconvexity assumptions on the functions 
involved. 
Theorem 3: (Sufficient Optimality Conditions).  Let ox  be feasible for (VP) and 
there exist scalars oλ >0 in kR  with 1=etoλ ,  o

jμ ≥0, )I(xj o∈ ={j: )(j
oxg =0}   and  

a vector function nRXxXp →:   such that  
        . 0),())()(( ))()(( jj

)I(xj

t2
jj

)I(xj

t =+∇++∇ ∑∑
∈∈

ooo

o

oooo

o

oo xxpxgxfxgxf μλμλ   (3)  

  Assume that each if , i =1,2,….,k  is second order F-pseudolinear at ox with respect 
to ),(i

oxxφ , )( ox,xp , )( ox,xq   and )( ox,xr  with 0),()(),( 2 ≥∇ ooo xxrxfxxq i  and   

∑
∈ )I(j

jj
o

o

x
gμ   is second order F-quasiconvex at ox with respect to vector functions  

)( ox,xp , )( ox,xα   and )( ox,xβ  with 0),()(),(
)I(j

j
2

j ≥∇∑
∈

oo

o

oo xxxgxx
x

βμα . 

Then, ox  is a properly efficient solution for the problem  (VP). 
Proof: Let x  be  feasible for (VP)    
Since  o

jμ ≥0, )I(xj o∈  and  ∑
∈ )I(j

jj
o

o

x
gμ   is second order F-quasiconvex at ox   and 

also, by  the sublinearity of F ,  we have 
                 0)),()()(;,(

)I(j
j

2
j

)I(j
jj ≤∇+∇ ∑∑

∈∈

oo

o

oo

o

oo xxpxgxgxxF
xx
μμ     (4) 

      Suppose that ox  is not an efficient solution for (VP) 
Then,  there exist a feasible x  for (VP) such that )(  )( oxfxf ≤ . 
Since each if , i =1,2,…,k is second order F-pseudolinear function with respect to 
with respect to ),(i

oxxφ , )( ox,xp , )( ox,xq   and )( ox,xr  and  
0),()(),( 2 ≥∇ ooo xxrxfxxq i  and  0  ),(i >oxxφ ,  i = 1,2,…,k , it follows that , 

0)),()()(;,( i
2

i ≤∇+∇ oooo xxpxfxfxxF  , for all  i.   and 
0)),()()(;,( i

2
i <∇+∇ oooo xxpxfxfxxF , for some r,    k.r1 ≤≤                                  

Since oλ >0 in kR  with 1=etoλ  and by the sublinearity of F,   we have 
. 0)),()()(;,( 2 <∇+∇ oooooo xxpxfxfxxF tt λλ  

Now, from (3) and by the sublinearity of  F, we have 
 . 0)),()()(;,(

)I(j
j

2
j

)I(j
jj >∇+∇ ∑∑

∈∈

oo

o

oo

o

oo xxpxgxgxxF
xx
μμ                 

which contradicts  (4). Therefore, ox is  an efficient solution for (VP). 
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       Suppose that ox  is not a properly efficient solution for (VP) 
Then, for every M > 0 , there exists a point  x  of  (VP)  and an index i such that 

)()( xfxf ii −o  >  M[ )()( oxfxf rr − ] 

for  r  satisfying   )()( oxfxf rr − >0     whenever )()( xfxf ii −o >0. 

              This means that )()( xfxf ii −o  can  be made arbitrarily large . Since each 

if , i =1,2,…,k is second order F-pseudolinear function  at ox  with 
0),()(),( 2 ≥∇ ooo xxrxfxxq i   and  0  ),(i >oxxφ ,  i = 1,2,…,k. it follows that   

)),()()(;,( i
2

i
oooo xxpxfxfxxF ∇+∇−   can be made  arbitrarily large and  hence  for 

k1,2,...,i 0,   =>iλ ,   we have  

. 0)),()()(;,( 2 <∇+∇ oooooo xxpxfxfxxF tt λλ  
Now, from (3) and by the sublinearity of  F, we have 

                     . 0)),()()(;,(
)I(j

j
2

j
)I(j

jj >∇+∇ ∑∑
∈∈

oo

o

oo

o

oo xxpxgxgxxF
xx
μμ  

which contradicts (4). Therefore, ox  is a properly  efficient solution for (P).  
Hence the theorem. 
 
 
5 Mixed type duality theorems 

            Let  1J  be the subset of  M = { }m,,2,1 L   and  12 / JMJ = . We  consider the 
following  second order mixed type dual (VMD) for the problem (VP). 

(VMD)  Maximize  ),())()((),(
2
1)()( 11

2
11 uxrugufuxquguf JJJJ μμ +∇−+  

                subject to                          
                     )]()([ uguf tt μλ +∇ + 0 ),()]()([2 =+∇ uxpuguf tt μλ                          (5) 

                                   0    ),(),(
2
1)( 22

2
22 ≥∇− uxguxug JJJJ βμαμ                           

                                                                     0 >λ ,  0  ≥μ , 1 e =tλ   
 where m , RXu ∈∈ μ ,  )()(

1
11 ugug jj

Jj
JJ μμ ∑

∈
=   and )()(

2
22 ugug jj

Jj
JJ μμ ∑

∈
= . 

Note 3: We get the second order Mond-Weir dual [17]  for  Φ=1J   and  the second 
order Mangasarian dual [9]  for Φ=2J  in (VMD) respectively. 
 
           We, now prove the  various duality  results between (VP) and (VMD) under 
the assumptions of second order F-pseudolinearity and second order F-
quasiconvexity.. 
 
Theorem 4: (Weak Duality). Let x  be feasible for (VP) and ),,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpu  
be feasible for (VMD). Assume that each i =1,2,…,k,  11i JJ gf μ+   is second order  
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F-pseudolinear at u with respect to ),( uxφ , ),( uxp , ),( uxq  and  ),( uxr   with  

0),())()((),( 11J
2 ≥+∇ uxrugufuxq J

t μλ   and 22 JJ gμ  is second order F-
quasiconvex at u with respect to vector functions )x,u(p , )x,u(α   and )x,u(β . 

Then,    )())()(()(
2
1)()(    )( 11J

2
11J x,urugufx,uqugufxf J

t
J

tt μλμλλ +∇−+≥  

 
Proof:  Since each i =1,2,…,k,  11i JJ gf μ+   is second order F-pseudolinear at 

u with respect to ),( uxφ , ),( uxp , ),( uxq  and  ),( uxr  and  0 >λ   with  1 e =tλ  and  
by Theorem 2,   11 JJ

t gf μλ +   is second order F-pseudolinear at u with respect to 
),( uxφ , ),( uxp , ),( uxq  and  ),( uxr . 

Now, since x  is feasible for (VP) and ),,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpu  is feasible for (VMD) 
and 22 JJ gμ  is second order F-quasiconvex at u  with respect to vector functions 

)x,u(p , )x,u(α   and )x,u(β  and  the sublinearity of F, we have 
 

From (5)  and  by the sublinearity of  F, it follows that 
)),())()(())()((;,( 11J

2
11J uxpugufugufuxF J

t
J

t μλμλ +∇++∇ ≥  0. 

Since 11 JJ
t gf μλ +  is second order F-pseudolinear at u with respect to ),( uxφ , 

),( uxp , ),( uxq  and  ),( uxr   and  0),())()((),( 11J
2 ≥+∇ uxrugufuxq J

t μλ , it 
follows that  

  )())()(()(
2
1)()(    )( 11J

2
11J x,urugufx,uqugufxf J

t
J

tt μλμλλ +∇−+≥ .  

 
Hence the theorem. 
 
Theorem 5: Let the conditions of the weak duality theorem 4. be satisfied for all 
feasible solutions ),,,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpux . If ox  is feasible for (VP)  and 

),,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpu ooo ) is feasible for (VMD) such that                             

            ),()(),(
2
1)(  )( 2 oooooooooo uxrufuxqufxf ttt λλλ ∇−= ,                       (6) 

then ox  and ),,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpu ooo  are properly efficient solutions for (VP) and 
(VMD) respectively. 
 
Proof :  By the weak duality theorem 4.  and  from (6) and also, by the Lemma 1,  
we can conclude that  ox  and ),,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpu ooo  are  properly efficient solutions 
for (VP) and (VMD) respectively. 
 
Hence the theorem. 
 

0 )),())(())((;,( 2J2J
2

2J2J ≤∇+∇ uxpuguguxF μμ
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Theorem 6:(Strong Duality).  Let ox  be  an efficient solution  for (VP) and   
assume  that g satisfies a constrained qualification [7] at ox . Then there  
exist k R∈oλ , m R∈oμ  and vector functions   p , ,q ,r α   and β   such that  the 
vector functions ,0),( =oxxp  0),( =oxxq  or 0),( =oxxr ,  0),( =oxxα  or 

0),( =oxxβ   and )  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo  is a feasible solution for (VMD) and 
also, the objective values of (VP)  at ox   and (VMD)  at  )  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo   
are equal.  If the  weak duality theorem 4  between  the problems (VP) and (VMD) 
holds for all feasible solutions ),,,,,,,,( βαμλ rqpux ,  then  

)  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo   is a properly efficient solution for (VMD). 
Proof:   By the Theorem 1. ,  there exist k R∈oλ , m R∈oμ such that  (1) and (2)  are 
satisfied. Therefore, )  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo  with the vector functions 

,0),( =oxxp  0),( =oxxq  or 0),( =oxxr   and  0),( =oxxα  or 0),( =oxxβ ,  is a 
feasible solution for (VMD). Clearly,   the objective values of (VP)  at ox  and 
(VMD)  at  )  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo   are  the same. By  the  weak duality  
theorem  4,   we can conclude that    )  ,  ,  ,  ,,,,( βαμλ rqpx ooo   is  a properly 
efficient solution for (VMD).  
Hence the theorem. 
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